Ms. Lindsay Brooke Pease

Ms. Pease is from Tucson, AZ and is the granddaughter of Mayo Biff Haddon, III (2264-GL). She will be a senior and is attending the University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ. Her scholarship was awarded in honor of 1LT James Dale Peoples, PH - KIA Republic of Vietnam.

Ms. Andrea Deuschle

Ms. Deuschle is from Rossford, OH and is the granddaughter of Louis Lucero (1876-GL). She will be a freshman attending Adrian College in Adrian, MI this fall. Her scholarship was awarded in honor of SGT David Ives Mixter, BSV, PH - KIA Laos.

Ms. Lynsey K. Anttila

Ms. Anttila is from Maple, WI and is the granddaughter of Leonard Moreau (937-GL). She will be a freshman attending The College of St. Scholastica in Duluth, MN this fall. Her scholarship was awarded in honor of SSG Dale Willard Dehnke, PH - KIA Republic of Vietnam.

Ms. Danielle Susan Edwards

Ms. Edwards is from Elk River, MN and is the granddaughter of Tim Kirk (1880-GA). She will be a freshman attending Winona State University in Winona, MN. Her scholarship was awarded in honor of SGT Norman Payne, PH - MIA Laos.